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How the Remote Wall Switch can be used to control multiple device on multiple circuits. 
 
Each WS Wall switch can control multiple LED fixtures that it powers. All that is needed is to connect a RD Receiving 
Module to each of the fixtures and actions on the WS Wall switch controls all the fixtures for the full range of dimming 
plus double-tap levels. 
 
In a larger space you may have lighting on multiple circuits each controlled by a WS Wall switch. By installing a Remote 
Wall Switch it is possible to control all lights –on different circuits – from that one switch. 
 
Here is a simplified wiring diagram: 
 
Note that for clarity, the neutral and the line wires to each WS Wall switch, and the neutral wire to each fixture have 
been omitted. They must be wired as usual – see the WS Wall Switch user guide.  
 
Also in this image, it is assumed that the blue wire on each WS Wall Switch is connected to line. For more information 
about the use of the blue wire, see to the WS Wall Switch User Guide. 
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The key item is that the yellow wire of the Remote Wall Switch is connected to the yellow wire on each WS Wall switch. 
Also, on the Remote Wall Switch is a black (line) wire that must be connected to power the switch. The Remote Wall 
Switch also has a gray wire that can be connected to neutral or ground. 
 
Once this wiring is in place, any action on the Remote Wall Switch is duplicated on each of the WS Wal switches. Turning 
on, off, or setting a level by a “press and hold” at the Remote Wall Switch then happens on each of three circuits 
controlled by the WS Wall Switches. 
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A double-tap action on the Remote Wall Switch also has the same double-tap action configured in each WS Wall switch.  
 
Note that you can set a different double-tap level for each WS Wall switch (see the WS Wall Switch User Guide) and that 
double-tap action as configured into that WS Wall switch happens when the double-tap action is done at the Remote 
Wall Switch. 
 
Using the above three circuit example, suppose that the first circuit was at the head of the room used for a presentation 
space. For a space like this, you could have the double-tap action on the first circuit to go to 80% percent and for the 
second and third circuits go to 10%. Then with a single double-tap on the remove wall switch, this “scene” for the space 
will be realized. 
 
##end## 
 
 
 
 


